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ZOO Automation Benefits
Retrofit Easy to Install System

Grow your business &
offer your customers an
easy to install & operate
home automation system
that won’t cost them
the earth.

ZOO Automation is so simple to install your first
year apprentice could do it. Its behind the wall
modules can be retrofit to any home, giving the
average home owner access to luxury
conveniences previously afforded only by the
wealthy. ZOO capitalises on existing cabling
infrastructure, with the exception of CCTV, touch
screen and gateway.

Reliable

The ZOO Automation system and components are
all engineered and produced by a single
manufacturer, ensuring maximum compatibility and
dependability. Tested in extremely sensitive and
demanding environments where failure was not an
option, ZOO is a highly stable and reliable system.
Manual overrides give customers peace of mind that
they will never lose control or be locked out of their
home.

Simple to program & operate

More than just a fancy light switch, ZOO
Automation is an Australian developed home
automation system that can be configured to
provide simple light and climate control
features, or the full range of security, media
and entertainment, home access and energy
management experience.
ZOO Automation is a retrofit system, so it is
easy to install in an existing home, regardless
of its age, as well as being a great addition to
new constructions. Take advantage of the
retrofit nature of ZOO Automation to reconnect
with your past customers and offer them a
home automation upgrade, which is sure to add
considerable value to their home.

ZOO AUTOMATION

ZOO Automation was designed to ensure it can be
operated by even the least tech-savvy customers,
with a simple touch screen interface. The system
comes to you pre-programmed, making it a truly
straight forward installation, with no continual
revisits required to customise the system.

Hassle Free Upgrade Options

Should a customer wish to include more ZOO
Automation modules in their system, it is a case of
merely programming and ‘unlocking’ further features
in the already installed system. Only CCTV Security
installations would require wiring work.

ZOO Automation Modules

retroﬁt installation

easily automate any home, any age

preserve heritage features

utilise existing cabling infrastructure

Affordability

The retrofit nature of ZOO Automation means that it is no
longer an extravagant gadget, rather an affordable
convenience that will aid home owners in managing their
everyday tasks, as well as lowering their energy bills.

Lighting Control
Standby Power Control
CCTV/Security
Curtain Control
Packages

Access Control
Energy Monitoring
Climate Control
Media & Entertainment
Control

Reduce Energy Bills

By controlling lighting and appliances, ZOO Automation can
lower energy costs and extend the life of appliances. Energy
costs are predicted to rise by 40% over the next few years, so
minimising energy bills is high on every home owner’s list.

Energy Management

ZOO Automation’s smart system determines how much
power is being consumed by individual appliances and lights,
as well as entire rooms. The system is also able to report how
efficient the power usage is and how better to distribute it.
Monitored in real time, the ZOO system produces historical
reports on the home’s energy consumption and efficiency.

Remote Access

ZOO Automation can be managed from anywhere in the
world through smart mobile devices like the iPhone and iPad.
Customers simply download the ZOO App and they are able
to switch appliances on or off, give tradesmen access to their
home, watch CCTV footage of their home and more.

ZOO Packages

The ZOO Automation 'Entry Pass' base package
comprises automation control over 6 rooms and
includes ZOO 'Master Switch' technology, the ZOO app
and programming. The 'Entry Pass' is a base system
allowing for multiple upgrade options.

ZOO Customer Finance

5 Min approval, interest free periods and available NOW.
Please ask us how easy we can make the up sell for you
and help grow your business.

ZOO Automation is a Torus Group
designed and developed product
Australian owned and operated with a
focus on environmentally friendly and
efﬁcient solutions to commercial and
residential properties.
Torus Group is dedicated to developing
innovative solutions in renewable energy
and sustainable living. Focused on
integrating environmentally friendly
technology into new and existing building
projects, Torus seeks out integration
processes that leverage a range of existing
and proven technologies from world class
engineering companies, and makes the
technology accessible for more general
applications.

ZOO Automation
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